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Post-deposition annealing mediated evolution of self-decorated Au nanoparticles (NPs) on chemi-

cally etched Si pyramids is presented. A distinct transformation of Si surfaces from hydrophilic to

hydrophobic is initially found after chemical texturing, showing an increase in contact angle (CA)

from 58� to 98� (61�). Further improvement of hydrophobicity with CA up to�118� has been estab-

lished after annealing a 10 nm thick Au-coated Si pyramids at 400 �C that led to the formation of Au

NPs on Si facets along with self-ordering at the pyramid edges. Detailed x-ray diffraction studies

suggest the evolution of crystalline Au NPs on strained Si facets. Microstructural studies, however,

indicate no mixing of Au and Si atoms at the Au/Si interfaces, instead of forming Au nanocrystals at

400 �C. The improved hydrophobicity of Si pyramids, even with Au NPs can be explained in the

light of a decrease in solid fractional surface area according to Wenzel’s model. Moreover, a sharp

drop in specular reflectance from Si pyramids in the range of 300–800 nm, especially in the ultravio-

let region up to �0.4% is recorded in the presence of Au NPs by ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy,

reflecting the possible use in photovoltaic devices with improved antireflection property. VC 2016

AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4945379]

I. INTRODUCTION

Artificially designed hydrophobic surfaces exhibiting

self-cleaning property have attracted a considerable attention

due to their potential to be used in various applications such

as biomedical drug delivery, impermeable textiles, sensors,

anti-icing, and solar panels (Ref. 1 and references therein).

The hydrophobic state with contact angle (CA) > 90� (Ref.

2) has commonly been discussed in terms of Wenzel and/or

Cassie-Baxter models,3 where both of them rely on the as-

pect ratio and spatial distribution of low dimensional struc-

tures, and so the solid fractional surface area.4 The Wenzel’s

model is basically associated with the penetration of water

droplets into the grooves of a rough surface for complete

wetting, while water droplet in the case of Cassie-state sits

onto the solid-air composite surface without wetting the val-

ley region.5 Nevertheless, the transition from Wenzel to

Cassie-Baxter state is also driven by surface chemical prop-

erty.2,6 Moreover, inspired by the self-cleaning ability of a

lotus leaf with micro/nano dual-scale roughness,7 easy and

large-scale fabrication of such smart structures have now

become a frontier field of research. In order to fulfill this, the

artificial structures have recently been prepared by several

methods that include lithographic patterning,8 vapor-liquid-

solid method,9 chemical route on self-assembled textures,10

as well as an inexpensive chemical etching process.5,11 The

last approach is advantageous for Si due to its large scale

application in semiconductor industries, especially in crystal-

line Si solar cells with improved antireflection (AR) property

in the presence of surface pyramids.12 However, in order to

enhance hydrophobic behavior and for preventing the surface

from being contaminated, chemically etched Si pyramids are

required to manipulate further for reducing the fractional sur-

face area by modifying the faceted surface using suitable

nanostructures.11,13

Among several ways of producing nanostructures,2,5 the

formation of dual-scale roughness by utilizing metal nanopar-

ticles (NPs) or nanocomposites has attracted further interest

for improving the hydrophobic behavior.14 Au NPs are im-

portant in this respect due to their intrinsic hydrophobic na-

ture (as the one observed on sputter deposited nanostructured

surfaces)15 and chemical stability,16 besides their common

use as functionalized NPs,17 catalyst,11 or as mask for devel-

oping dual-scale Si structures.18 It is therefore not only im-

perative to explore the growth of Au NPs on Si pyramids for

finding suitable structures towards improving hydrophobicity

but also important to understand the mechanism involved

under hostile environments, especially for solar cells.19 In

order to fabricate Au NPs, solid state dewetting is one of the

most common and cost effective approaches in which edge

agglomeration started via capillary edge instability through

minimizing surface free energy below the melting point fol-

lowed by the formation of NPs due to Rayleigh instability.20

The ability of Au NPs in light coupling with the substrate

underneath, especially for Si will be beneficial too for advanc-

ing the performance of a solar absorber.21 The light trapping

phenomenon can further be enhanced by introducing ordered

NPs,22 which are often prepared by various approaches such

as lithographic technique,23 solid state dewetting,24 porous

templates,25 and scanning probe techniques.26 However, large

scale production of self-ordered Au NPs within a moderatea)Electronic mail: aloke.kanjilal@snu.edu.in
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cost is not only challenging but also interesting from funda-

mental standpoint.

This article reports a simple approach to produce Au NPs

on chemically textured Si surfaces consisting of a self-ordered

structure at the pyramid edges. In particular, it is shown how

conformal Au layer on strained Si pyramid surfaces can facili-

tate formation of self-decorated Au NPs on Si pyramids by

annealing at 400 �C. Moreover, it has further been shown that

Si with native oxide becomes hydrophobic after surface tex-

turing with a CA of �98�, though it increases further up to

�118� in the presence of Au NPs. It is also shown how the Si

pyramids can suppress the specular reflectance, especially in

the presence of Au NPs in ultraviolet (UV) range.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A 500lm thick p-type Si(100) wafer was diced into

pieces with an average area of 1� 1 cm2. Ultrasonically

cleaned Si wafers were initially cleaned with saw-damage-re-

moval (SDR) approach, where Si substrates were immersed

into a 30wt. % NaOH solution (in H2O) at 75
�C for 3min

during which both top and rear surfaces were cleaned by re-

moval of 5–7lm thick Si from either surface. Afterwards, con-

trolled chemical texturing was executed at 70 �C for 40min in

3wt. % NaOH solution in the presence of 10% isopropyl-

alcohol (IPA); details can be found in Ref. 12. Following this,

about 106 1 nm thick Au film was deposited at room tempera-

ture (RT) on textured Si (after removing native oxide in 5%

HF solution) by electron-beam deposition technique. The pres-

sure inside the chamber was �2� 10�6 mbar during Au depo-

sition, while the source-to-substrate distance was �13 cm. A

160W DC power was supplied to the substrate rotating with a

speed of 18 rpm for achieving uniform film thickness. The Au

films were then annealed at 300 �C and 400 �C in vacuum with

a base pressure of �1� 10�3 mbar for an hour separately in a

split furnace (MTI, OTF-1200X) to follow the temperature de-

pendent formation of Au NPs below and above the eutectic

point of Au on Si substrate (�359 �C).27

Surface morphology of Au films on both flat and textured

Si was studied by field-emission scanning electron microscopy,

SEM (Carl Zeiss) before and after annealing, while fine details

were characterized by atomic force microscopy, AFM (Park,

XE-007). The thickness of as-deposited Au films was measured

on flat Si by stylus profilometer with a resolution of 0.5 nm

(Bruker, DektakXT). Moreover, crystalline phases were identi-

fied by x-ray diffraction, XRD (Bruker, D8-Discover) using a

Cu-Ka radiation (k¼ 0.154 nm). Microstructures were exam-

ined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) operating at

300keV (FEI Tecnai G2 S-Twin) in cross-sectional geometry,

while elemental profile was studied by energy dispersive x-ray

spectroscopy (EDS). Cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) specimens

were prepared using the standard method of mechanical polish-

ing and dimpling with final thinning using a precision-ion-pol-

ishing system (PIPS, Gatan, Pleasanton, CA). The ion beam

polishing was carried out with 3 keV Arþ-ions without liquid

nitrogen cooling followed by 1.2 keV cleaning process. For

TEM investigations, specimens were aligned along the [110]

zone axis and cooled down to liquid nitrogen temperature

to avoid possible electron induced structural modification.

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) has also been

employed for further understanding.

The hydrophobic property of Si facets with and without

Au NPs was investigated by CA measurements (Data

Physics, OCA 15Pro system) with software-controlled pend-

ant drop mode, where 2ll droplets of deionized water were

dropping on the sample surfaces. To confirm the recorded

CAs, similar experiments were again performed in another

CA system (Kr€uss GmbH, DSA-25). In any case, a CCD

camera equipped with a magnifying lens was used for cap-

turing the droplet images and confirms the repeatability of

the recorded data at different positions on each sample. The

errors in the measured CAs are found to be within 61�. In

addition, specular reflectance was examined by UV-visible

(UV-VIS) spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, 3101PC) in the

wavelength range of 300–800 nm with unpolarized light,

where the incident light was falling on the target at an angle

of 45� with respect to surface normal.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The SEM image in Fig. 1(a) displays the formation of

Au NPs on a flat Si surface at 400 �C (called Au 400 �C/

SiFlat), while their size distribution depicts a bell-shape fea-

ture with a maximum at �100 nm (inset), in good agreement

with the previous report.28 On the other hand, SEM image

shown in Fig. 1(b) exhibits the conformal growth of an Au

layer at RT on the {111} facets of Si pyramids with an aver-

age rms roughness of �1.7 nm as revealed from AFM, while

it is of �3 nm at the apex [indicated by dashed square in the

inset of Fig. 1(b)]. When annealed at 300 �C, an evolution of

Au NPs on microscale Si pyramids was observed in cross-

sectional geometry by tilting the sample at 10� from the sur-

face normal [Fig. 1(c)], while a typical distribution of Au

NPs was established by plan-view SEM (inset). Temperature-

induced formation of Au NPs can be explained in the light of

dewetting of thin Au layer, where the competition between

thermodynamics (that drives a system towards low surface

energy) and kinetics (that prevents the system to go for low

surface energy) of Au atoms dictate the structural evolution.29

Since the Au film was deposited at RT, the adatoms cannot

move significant distances due to the lack of sufficient kinetic

energy by overcoming the surface energy barrier, and eventu-

ally form a continuous metastable film. With increasing

annealing temperature, thermodynamics however will drive

the system towards the equilibrium state via atomic diffusion

that leads to the formation of nanostructures for achieving

minimum surface free energy.29 However, the key finding is

the formation of Au NPs on Si facets in conjunction with self-

ordering along the pyramid edges at 400 �C [marked by

dashed rectangle and circle in Fig. 1(d)]. The magnified SEM

image after annealing at 400 �C (Au 400 �C/SiTex) is display-

ing in the inset of Fig. 1(d) reflecting the self-ordered Au NPs

at the edges of a Si pyramid. In any case, the formation of Au

NPs can be argued again on the ground of solid-state dewet-

ting29 of the conformal Au layer, though the formation of

self-ordered Au NPs is most likely driven by the defects

residing at the intersection of the adjacent {111} Si facets.24

In fact, higher diffusion rate of Au near the pyramid edges

134904-2 Saini et al. J. Appl. Phys. 119, 134904 (2016)



can favor the development of nucleation sites30 near the vi-

cinity of defects. Among various models, recent theoretical

understanding suggests that the change in solid state epitaxial

recrystallization rate on the {111} twin surfaces plays an im-

portant role behind defect formation.31

Besides dewetting, negative chemical potential at the

pyramid edges with lower coordination of atoms may also

play a decisive role in self-diffusion of Au atoms24,29 fol-

lowed by the growth of one-dimensional NPs. The later one

can be understood in the light of Gibbs-Thomson relation:24

Dl¼ j c X, where Dl represents local excess chemical

potential, j is the local curvature, c is the surface energy,

and X is the atomic volume. On the other side, positive

chemical potential in the pyramid apex can also give rise to

an out-diffusion of Au atoms, which eventually do not allow

forming Au NP, in consistent with the SEM results [see Fig.

1(d)]. Moreover, it seems that Au atoms far from the pyrami-

dal edges are not participating in forming self-ordered Au

NPs, rather they form bigger islands by agglomerating

locally via the Ostwald ripening mechanism.32

To understand the impact of aperiodicity and imperfect-

ness of Si pyramids (for having protrusions jutting out from the

{111} facets12), structural analysis has initially been performed

by XRD.33 Here, the structures of pristine Si (SiFlat) and chemi-

cally textured Si (SiTex) were systematically investigated using

coupled h � 2h mode for 2h in the range of 30�–75� [see Fig.

2(a)], where h is the Bragg’s angle. As can be seen from Fig.

2(a), dominant peaks located at �32.98� and 69.15� in SiFlat
can be attributed to reflections from the (200) and (400) planes,

respectively.12 However, a clear shift in (400) peak position

(marked by double arrow) by 0.2� has been recorded after

chemical texturing towards higher 2h value, though a relatively

weak peak is also visible at �69.15� as in SiFlat. The change in

peak position can be attributed to the evolution of a tensile

strain34,35 in the atomic planes of surface pyramids, whereas

the weak peak is likely to be originated from the underneath

bulk. The strain in SiTex is calculated to be of �0.27% using

the formula34 (ds � d0)/d0� 100%, where ds and d0 correspond

to the inter-planar spacing in the strained and strain-free layers.

Consistent with the (400) peak shifting, close inspection (inset,

high-resolution XRD with a step of 0.001�) reveals a subtle

peak shift of the (200) reflection by 0.1� towards higher 2h in

SiTex. This is further associated with the increase in full-width

at half-maximum (FWHM) and change in peak shape. These

results can be attributed to the plastic deformation of atoms on

Si facets through spreading of lattice parameters around the av-

erage value, while the imperfection along the crystallographic

direction of Si facets may be responsible for increasing peak

intensity.36

Following deposition of Au films, annealing temperature

dependent structural modification on both SiFlat and SiTex
surfaces was monitored by Glancing-incidence XRD

(GXRD) for 2h in the range of 35�–70� [Fig. 2(b)] with an

incidence angle of 0.5�. The peaks appearing at 2h� 38.3�,

44.5�, and 64.7� can be assigned to the reflections from the

(111), (200), and (220) planes of Au, respectively,37 in the

absence of any gold-silicide phase up to 400 �C (further

FIG. 1. Plan-view SEM image show-

ing (a) Au NPs on flat Si annealed at

400 �C, while inset represents the cor-

responding particle size distribution.

(b) Conformal growth of Au film on Si

facets at RT, while the AFM image

(inset) gives the magnified view of the

pyramid apex (marked by rectangular

dashed box). (c) Cross-sectional SEM

image after annealing at 300 �C, while

the plan view micrograph (lower inset)

indicates the formation of Au NPs. (d)

Self-ordered Au NPs at 400 �C along

the pyramid edges (marked by dashed

rectangular box and circle), also prom-

inent in the magnified image (inset).

FIG. 2. The XRD patterns of (a) textured (black curve) and flat (grey curve)

Si surfaces; inset shows a high resolution XRD near the (200) peak, for

clarity. (b) The GXRD patterns of RT grown Au film on flat Si (black) and

textured Si (blue), whereas 400 �C annealed Au film on flat Si (red) and tex-

tured Si (olive), respectively. Vertical dashed-line indicates position of the

(220) reflection.

134904-3 Saini et al. J. Appl. Phys. 119, 134904 (2016)



confirmed by TEM studies as will be discussed in the follow-

ing). Prior to annealing, polycrystalline peaks are weak and

broadened with the FWHM in the order of �0.59� and 0.39�

for 10 nm thick Au layers on both SiFlat and SiTex surfaces

(black and blue curves), though a prominent peak shift of

�0.3� towards higher 2h is noticed in the former case,

revealing the presence of a tensile strain. This phenomenon

can be attributed to limited flexibility of Au atoms to follow

the cubic lattice structure of pristine Si.30 However, the plas-

tic deformation in the {111} surfaces of Si pyramids (dis-

cussed above) is expected to provide a suitable platform for

conformal deposition of the Au layers30 at RT. The increase

in peak intensity with decreasing FWHM up to �0.24� at

400 �C for both Au 400 �C/SiFlat and Au 400 �C/SiTex (red

and olive XRD patterns) is associated with the formation of

Au nanocrystallites [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(d)] with increasing

crystalline planes for x-ray reflection. Using the (111) reflec-

tion for Au 400 �C/SiTex, the average size of crystallites is

determined to be about 406 3 nm by Scherrer formula:12

D¼ 0.94k/(b cosh), where D is the average crystal size, b is

FWHM, and k is the wavelength of the incident x-rays. This

is also corroborated with the corresponding SEM micro-

graphs (Fig. 1).

For further understanding of the structural properties,

especially the role of annealing temperature in the formation

of Au NPs on Si pyramids, detailed microstructural analyses

were carried out by TEM. Typical XTEM image of the

400 �C/SiTex sample in bright-field mode is displayed in Fig.

3(a), showing the distribution of Au NPs on Si facets. The

high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of sections (1) and (2)

in the apex and valley regions of a Si pyramid [shown in Fig.

3(a)] are exhibited in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. As evi-

denced, different sizes of spherical Au NPs are formed, though

magnified view of the regions [as indicated by downward

arrows in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)] indicates the wetting behavior of

Au NPs [highlighted by a dashed elliptical curve in Fig. 3(d)]

below the spherical ones on reconstructed Au/Si interface with

orientation along {111}, in consistent with the results given in

Refs. 38 and 39. This is further evidenced in other pyramids as

the one documented in Fig. 3(e), where close examination of

the cluster encircled by a dashed circle elucidates the frozen

intermediate state of coalescence between the adjacent (mol-

ten) Au clusters via the Ostwald ripening mechanism.32

Crystalline Au NPs have also been revealed by further magni-

fication in HRTEM mode [see Fig. 3(f)], showing the evolu-

tion of Moir�e fringes which can be formed due to small

FIG. 3. (a) Bright-field XTEM images show the formation of Au NPs on one of the Si pyramids, where regions (1) and (2) are displayed in (b) and (c), respec-

tively. (d) HRTEM image showing coexistence of both spherical and elongated Au NPs (marked by dashed elliptical curve). This is prominent in (e) indicating

incomplete Au clustering (shown by downward arrow) via coalescence of small NPs (indicated by dashed circle). (f) Crystalline feature including Moir�e pat-

tern. (g) Low magnification HAADF-STEM image, where the magnified one from the yellow dashed rectangular region is depicted in (h), displaying an array

of Au NPs at the Si pyramid edges. (i) The EELS spectra recorded from regions “1” to “4” in (h), showing the plasmon peaks of Si (�16.8 eV), and Au (�24.4

and 33 eV).
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deviation of the overlapped planes in the presence of slight

rotation and/or curved surfaces.40 In fact, misfit between the

adjacent crystalline planes in Au cluster may be accommo-

dated by introducing a twin-structure along the dashed-line

without posing Au-Si mixing and in turn can contribute in

developing strain in Au nanocrystals, in accordance with

GXRD results [Fig. 2(b)]. Since for any given atom, the inten-

sity in high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image depends

on the atomic number (Z) roughly by Z1.7 [Ref. 41], the ratio

of Z values of the constituent elements will give the contrast

difference in it. Based on this concept, the contrast of Au

should be about 18.9 times stronger than that of Si, and thus

one can expect a bright contrast from Au NPs with respect to

Si, as revealed in Fig. 3(g). The distribution of Au and Si

across the Au/Si interfaces is also verified by EDS mapping

from Au-M and Si-K edges (not shown), though it is impossi-

ble to follow the atomic mixing at the Au/Si interface.

As the EELS is known to be a sensitive technique for sur-

face/interface analysis, this has been employed for point anal-

ysis in close vicinity of the Au/Si interface with an electron

beam spot size of �1 nm. In order to conduct this experiment,

initially magnified HAADF image was taken [see Fig. 3(h)]

from the yellow dashed box in Fig. 3(g). The low-loss EELS

spectra recorded at four different regions [i.e., “1”–“4” in Fig.

3(h)] for an energy window of 1–40 eV [Fig. 3(i)]. A sharp

dominant peak appeared at �16.8 eV (red curve) is attributed

to the plasmon signal from the pure Si substrate42 as indicated

by “1” in Fig. 3(h). However, the Si peak intensity is slightly

reduced by introducing a broad hump around �24.4 eV when

moved towards the Au/Si interface (spectrum in green for

“2”). Detailed analyses suggest that the peak originating at

�24.4 eV is the signature of plasmon from the adjacent Au

NP.40 In this way, the EELS spectrum recorded from the cen-

ter of Au NPs (blue curve from “3”) manifests the dominant

behavior of plasmon peaks of Au NPs at �24.4 eV and

�33 eV.43 When the EELS spectrum is acquired from the Au/

Si interface [indicated by “4” in Fig. 4(h)], the Si plasmon

peak intensity together with peaks associated with Au NP is

found to be reduced considerably (magenta curve) with

respect to the one recorded from “1.” This study further

reveals that no detectable mixing of Au and Si atoms exists at

the Au/Si interface even at 400 �C.

To understand the significance of surface texturing, espe-

cially the role of Au NPs on Si micro-pyramids in improving

hydrophobicity, CA measurements were carried out systemati-

cally for 2 ll water droplet. Initial experiments on SiFlat [sche-

matically shown in Fig. 4(a)] give an average CA of 58�6 1�

(right panel). Although hydrogen-passivated Si surfaces are

known to be hydrophobic in nature, the native oxides at surfa-

ces however make them hydrophilic.44 On the other hand, the

anisotropic chemical etching-mediated Si pyramids12 enhances

the surface roughness [see Fig. 4(b)] and in turn offers an aver-

age CA of 98�6 1� (right panel). Moreover, Fig. 4(c) eluci-

dates a clear transformation from hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic

surfaces by depositing Au layers on SiFlat, showing a drastic

increase in CA from 58�6 1� to 89�6 1� (right panel). This

can be attributed to the chemical inertness of Au atoms in the

presence of low surface energy.16 However, the CA remains

almost unaffected (96�6 1�) by conformal Au deposition on

SiTex at RT [see Fig. 4(d) and adjacent panel]. Although there

is no significant change in the average CA with and without

Au film on SiTex, a close inspection of the shape of water drop-

let in the former looks more spherical than on bare Si facets.

The reason is two-fold: (i) low surface energy of Au (stated

above)16 and (ii) positive chemical potential of the pyramid

apex24 that drives the water droplet towards the slanted Si fac-

ets. However, The CA increases further from 89�6 1� to

103�6 1� on SiFlat by annealing at 400 �C [shown in right

panel of Fig. 4(e)] due to the formation of Au NPs. On the

other hand, annealed-mediated evolution of Au NPs on Si pyr-

amids gives a CA of 118�6 1� [see right panel of Fig. 4(f)].

Since the increase in CA depends on the solid-liquid

contact area, both aerial density and height of the microstruc-

tures would be the deciding factors for choosing the Wenzel

and Cassie-Baxter models.4 However, the shape of water

droplet on SiTex [Fig. 4(b)] is most likely associated with the

dominant role of weight of water droplet over contact forces

with higher surface roughness, and so can wet the valleys of

FIG. 4. Schematic representation (left panel) and the corresponding result

(right panel) of the CA measurements for (a) flat and (b) textured Si surfa-

ces, whereas conformal Au films on (c) flat and (d) textured Si surfaces. The

formation of Au NPs by annealing at 400 �C on (e) flat and (f) textured Si

surfaces (dual-scale structure). The left and right side CAs are indicated by

(CA)L and (CA)R, respectively.

134904-5 Saini et al. J. Appl. Phys. 119, 134904 (2016)



the faceted structures as the one documented earlier in Ref.

45. Hence, this result can be explained only by the Wenzel’s

model rather than Cassie-Baxter.46 In fact, the increase in

CA up to �118� in Au NP-decorated Si pyramids [Fig. 4(f)]

can further be attributed to the involvement of dual rough

surfaces as in case of lotus leaf.47 According to the Wenzel’s

model, the hydrophobic effect can be defined by

cos h� ¼ r cos h, where h� is the measured CA on a rough

surface, h is the average CA on the corresponding flat sur-

face, and r is the fractional surface area representing the ratio

between the actual area and projected area. In fact, the cosine

of CA more than 90� gives negative value, and thus it is not

straightforward to calculate the roughness for closed packed

Si pyramids (with nonuniform size, shape, and distribution).3

This requires detailed study of the CA hysteresis and corre-

sponding theory, which are now under investigation and will

be reported elsewhere.

Being good light scattering centers, focus is now to

understand the role of Au NPs in controlling specular reflec-

tance (R) when grown on Si pyramids. In order to understand

the underlying mechanism, UV-VIS experiments have been

carried out in a systematic way in the range of 300–800 nm

(Fig. 5). As can be seen, R in the order of 40%–50% in the

near-infrared (NIR) region for polished SiFlat surfaces (spec-

trum in gray) is reduced drastically below 0.4% after chemi-

cal texturing (highlighted in black), in good agreement with

the previous report.12 Close inspection, however, reflects a

gradual increase in R from �0.3 to 1.4% when moving from

visible to UV region; but it can be suppressed below 0.5% in

the UV region in the presence of conformal Au film (spec-

trum in green). Following the growth of Au NPs at 400 �C,

average R is found to drop further down to �0.4% below the

wavelength of 500 nm, though it intensifies slowly in the

NIR region (blue spectrum).

Given the reflection of a white light from the graded re-

fractive index at the air/Si interface, the observed low R from

SiTex surfaces above 500 nm can be discussed in the frame-

work of multiple scattering of light from Si facets.48 This

leads to the enhancement of absorption up to a factor of 4n2,

where n is the refractive index of Si.48 On the other hand, the

increase in R below 500 nm can be explained in the light of li-

mitation of geometrical optics effect.49 On the other side,

sudden reduction of R by depositing Au films is most likely

due to the cancelation of the air-side scattered light from both

the Au layer and underlying Si substrate by destructive inter-

ference, when the incident light bounces between adjacent

pyramids before final escape, as suggested earlier in the pres-

ence of NPs.22 It seems that the reduction of R in the presence

of self-ordered Au NPs at the pyramid edges can also be asso-

ciated with the enhanced coupling between the forward scat-

tered light from Au NPs with the underlying Si because of

having pitches below 300 nm [inset of Fig. 1(d)] with respect

to the spectral range.21,22 The small NPs dispersed on Si fac-

ets can also participate in reducing R as suggested earlier in

Ref. 50. Moreover, the appearance of a weak and broad hump

in the wavelength of �500–650 nm (indicated by an upward

arrow) can be attributed to the air-side scattering loss from

Au NPs with dimension in the order of 100 nm and above.51

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we report annealing temperature dependent

growth of Au NPs on Si facets, especially self-ordering at the

edges of Si pyramids at 400 �C with improved hydrophobicity.

The detailed XRD analyses confirmed the formation of Au

nanocrystals at 400 �C, though Au and Si atoms did not mix at

the Au/Si interfaces as established from TEM investigations.

The CA was however increased to �118� in the presence of

Au NPs on Si pyramids, and discussed it in the light of

Wenzel’s model. Such dual-scale structure was found to be

suitable for suppressing visible range specular reflectance, espe-

cially in the UV region due to the combined effect of graded re-

fractive index in the uncovered regions of Si facets and the

coupling of scattered light from Au NPs with the Si underneath.

Finally, the observed control over hydrophobicity along with

improving optical absorption in Au NP-decorated Si pyramids

will be a benchmark for developing multifunctional devices

ranging from biomedical to optoelectronics applications.
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